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My irii eiltion relates to gaseous conduc- ation of the lamp the anode is preferably of 
tion lamps, and more particularly to gaseous considerable mass with enough surface to 
conduction lamps with a discharge, such as a provide sufficient radiation to maintain the 
negative glow discharge which is responsive electrodes at the desired temperature. Such 

6 without appreciable time lag to  rapid volt- a lamp with a comparatively massive anode 66 
age variations of the order of radio fre- into which the cathode is firmly fitted may 
quency. Such lamps are particularly useful be made mechanically rugged b fitting the 
as light sources for facsimile apparatus, by annular anode into the lamp bu 9 b with such 
which facsimiles of pictures, documents, and clearance that objectionable movement of 

10 similar objects may be obtained by wire or the electrodes transversely of the bulb is pre- 60 
by radio ; for the light source of the receiver vented. 
or reproducer in television apparatus ; for Spme types of television apparatus for pro- 
signalling; and for many other purposes in ducing a t  the receiver a moving picture of 
which a light source accurately responsive to an object a t  the transmitter utilize a glow 

15 high frequency voltage variations is of lamp having a flat cathode of considerable 66 
utility. area over which there is a uniformly diffused 

One object of my invention is to provide a cathode glow. I n  a lamp with a tubular 
lamp which emits light variable in amount anode having fitted into its bore a cathode 
substantially in accordance with variations with a substantially flat front or active sur- 

20 in the amount of voltage impressed on it, even face flush with the end of the anode, I obtain 10 
though such voltage variations are of a fre- by my invention a glow very uniformly dis- 
quency as high as radio frequency, but which tributed over the active surface of the cath- - 
is so simple and rugged in construction as to ode. To confine all the discharge or cathode 
be well adapted for commercial use. An- glow to  the active surface of the cathode I 

28 other object is to construct such a lamp so prefer to line the tubular anode throughout 76 
that it will produce over a comparatively its bore with an insulating lining, such as 
large area or surface a substantially uniform mica, by which the cathode and the anode 
glow which will vary in intensity substan- are spaced apart to leave a very narrow gap 
tially in accordance with variations in the im- between them. I n  some cases the rear or in- 

30 pressed voltage. A further object is to pro- active and non-luminous surface of the cath- 90 
vide a lamp for producing a very brilliant ode may to advantage be covered with 
spot of light which varies in brilliancy with an insulating coating or layer. 

*lthOYh variations in the impressed voltage. Still such a lamp will usually have all the at 
another object of my invention is to  so im- active surface of the cathode covered very 

35 prove such lamps that they will be commer- uniformly with the luminous cathode glow, 86 
cially useful, and may be manufactured eco- I find that in some cases the distribution of 
nomically on a commercial scale. the glow mav to  advantage be controlled by 

T o  these ends and in accordance with my special shaping of the active surface of the 
invention, I make the lamps with a sealed cathode. For example I may provide in the 

40 bulb containing a rarefied gas of good con- front or esposed surface of the cathode a re- 90 
dnctivity, such as neon, and provide a tubu- cess or cavity, in general of conical form like 
lar or annular anode, and a cylindrical cath- a funnel, so that the walls of the cavity are 
ode mounted concentric with or in the bore of inclined somewhat to the longitudinal axis 
the anode, but spaced from it. and also in- of the cathode. The density and brightness 

46 sulated from i t  by a very thin insulating of the cathode glow a t  the bottom of the cav- 95 
spacer or partition of some .good insulating iLy depends upon the shape of the bottom 
material, such as mica, which permits the and the angle between the walls of cavity. 
cathode to  be fitted into the anode so firmly I f  the cavity is rather shallow and the angle 
as to be held in place. To maintain the elec- of the walls a t  the t ip or bottom is obtuse 
trodes at a low temperature during the oper- the glow will tena tg be only s l igh t ly ,den~r  loo 
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a t  the bottom than on t.lie walls, hence a Such a based lanip is a very simple ant1 
tenda1c.y of the cntliotle glow to be s o ~ n e ~ l l a t  rugged device well atlzaptctl for coxiiinrrcial 
more dense n w r  tlie edges tlllan at the n~iddlc use. My invention also coalpribcs novel foa- 
of n hrge cnthotle may be correctrcl by using turrs ant1 details of vonstr~~ction marc fully 

a a cavity of such slinpr and such inclination tlcsrribecl hrrein:~ftcr :~ntl pointcvl out ~vitli 70 
of its walls that the glow over the entirc s l~ r -  l)ii~.ticu!i~rity in tlic i~ppr~itlctl cli~i~lis. 
face of the ot~vlodr is su1)st:tntially imii'o1*111. My ir~vrntion will best br ~u~tlrrstoo(l ill 

I n  those fornis of lily invention wl~icli pro- cw~il~cction with tlir acconll)a~lying (11-:1wi11g, 
vide a concentrated light source vell :~tlnpt- in nhic.11 I I I C I - C ~ ~  for I ) I I ~ ) O S ~ S  of ill~~sti- tion on 

lo ed for w e  as the vnriable light sowcc in wr- 1 11ilvc. slio\vn i n  lo11git11tlin:ll section to il- 75 
tqin types of television and facsimile appara- 111st1.ittc the 1.c.lntio11 of the electroclc*~ ant1 
tus the cathode may to advantage 1)e nlade tliclir constrwtio~i some of the yario~ls forins 
hollow, or with a cavity in which the gns of 1:1inl)s ill wl~icli I I I ~  invention nlay be ( ~ 1 -  

is more or less confined and held near the botlirs, e11t1 in ~vliicli Piguw I. sllo\vs ;I glow 
16 active surface of the cathode. Preferably the lamp wit11 a flat cathode having tlie lumi- 80 

cavity in the cathode is of such cross section nous cathode glow nniformly clistr~buted over 
and depth that under normal operat~ng con- its :Ictive sarf:lc~: Ipigure 2 shows a nlodifi- 
ditions practically the entire discharge IS con- cation in which tlie cathode has a recess or 
centrated in the cavity which forms e crater shallow cavity for inodifying the clistribn- 

20 for the cathode glow discharge. This cavity tion of the catllotle glow : Figure 3 shows 85 
or crater may be a deep funnel of rather ,z lamp with a l~ollow cathode for producing 
small bore, with its depth greater than its a conccntr:ttetl brilliant spot of light; Figure 
maximum diameter so that its walls form an 4 s h o ~ s  a n~otlifietl fo1.111 \\-it11 a tu-o part hol- 
acute angle with each other, or i t  may be a low cathode il l  wllich tlie glow occurs in a 

25 cylindrical hole with parallel malls. If de- cavity large]. t1ia11 t1w outlet or opening 90 
4 1cure sired the bore of the hole may be expanded through which the light is emitted; I", 

below its outlet or muzzle so that the crater 5 shows a lanip having a cup shaped anode 
has the general shape of a bottle or of an in which is set a pprl'ortated cathode; Figure 
inverted cone, with the outlet or muzzle where 6 shows a lamp witli an annular anode and 

30 the light escapes of less cross section than a tllbillar cathode perforated by a tapered 95 
the remainder of the cavity. A very intense lide or cr;tte~.; Figure 7 shows a lamp in 
glow discharge may be produced ln such an which a catho& witli :I tlcrp f11111lel shaped 
inverted cone cavity and as the light escapes crater is .by a11 anode Ilnving in i t  
only thru an outlet or muzzle of small di- a willtlow to permit the light fr(1111 tlie crater 

35 ameter a very concentrated light source is to escape; and Figure 8 slio~vs :I Ian111 based 100 
obtained. The crater for the discharge may z k t  one end and ill wliich the electrodes are en- 
also be made as a tapered hole thru the cath- tirely supported on the stenl. 
ode, which is so mounted that light from Lamps enlboclyirig my inventio:~ may be 
the glow discharge in the tapered hole is  made in much the same way as incandescent 

40 emitted only thru the small end of the hole. lamps or radio tubes. The particular. form 105 
This tubular cathode with the tapered hole of lamp &own in Figure 1 comprises 5 bulb 
thru i t  may be used with either an annular 10, preferably of the cylindrical form often 
anode, or a cup shaped anode in which the referrecl to as a tubular bulb, into which there 
cathode is set with the large end of the hole is sealed at  one end a stein 11 of the usual con- 

45 toward the bottom of the cup, and insulated struction with two leads 12 which supply cur- 110 
from the anode by a thin sheet of mica per- rent to  the electrodes and in some cases also 
forated in registry with the Barge end of the support them. The bull, contains a rarefied 
hole in  the cathode to  expose the anode to  gas of good conclucti~ity such as neon, at  :R 
the interior of the tubular cathode. As a pressure such as 30 mm. of nlercllry, which 

60 matter of convenience the cathode with the will cause a good cathode glow at the normal 115 
bottle shaped crater in the end may be made operating potential of a few hundred volts. 
in two parts by fitting to  the end of a solid The neon may be before i t  is intro- 

a perforated with a duced into the tube. a1thong.h for many puy- 
the la* end of the fitting Over that D O S ~ S  colnmercial neon, which cont,:tins about 120 

" end of the rod which forms the of the 20% of ll&onl. may be wed, and I find i t  crater. 
The the catllode of a lanlp enl- advantageous to add a s m d l  alnomt of 

bodying invention may conveniently be argon, such as one half of one per crut to the 
connected a t  the rear to a stem such as is used ne011. For  some purposes an a t m m ~ h e r r  

60 in an incandescent lamp or radio tI1be, or which contains a ~ ~ l ~ l ~ l i  higher percentage of 125 
may be entirely supported on the stem, if argon, or which may hr practically purr ar- 
desired. A base on one end of the lamp pro- gon, niay be used, but for most pllrposes the 
vides for connecting the lamp in circuit, and atmosphere which is predominantly neon is 
leaves the end of the bulb over the active sur- preferable. The cylindrical anode 13 is an- 

65 face of the catliodp, 9ntirelj . uno1)structecl. .. . nnlnr or tubular. in form, and may fit with 130 
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dimensions of the Crookes dark space, that 
is, the distance between the electrodes being 
less than the mean free path of the gas mole- 
cules, no appreciable ionization by collision 
and no glow can occur between the electrodes. 

Such a lamp when operated on direct cur- 
rent or unindirectional current at  a voltage 
of about 300 to 400 volts takes about twelve 

rather slight clearance, such as one thirty 
second of an inch, into the cylindrical bulb 
10, so as to limit movement of the electrodes 
transversely of the bulb, although consicler- 

5 able space may be left between the electrodes 
and the walls of the bulb if the electrodes are 
supported on the stem by leads 12 heavy 
enough to carry the electrodes, or by support 
wires embedded in the stem, such as are com- 

10 n~only used in radio tubes. The anode 13 is 
thick-wal!ed and rather massive so as 
to remain cool durino operation, and 
has a length considerabG greater than the 
thickness of its walls. It consists preferably 

15 of aluminum or magnesium, although it may 
be made of iron, copper or nickel if treated 
to clean it and free i t  from gas. The cathode 
14 is a thick disc concentric with the anode 
and its front or active surface on which the 

20 glow appears is preferably a flat polished sur- 
face substantially flush with the outer end of 
the anode. The cathode is to advantage 
fitted snugly into the bore of the anode, but 
is electrically separated from and also held 

25 in place within the anode 13 by a very thin 
insulating barrier or partition 15, which may 
to advantage consist of mica. I have found 
it advantageous to make this insulating bar- 
rier or partition about 1/100 of an inch thick 
when the lamp is intended to be operated on 
direct current at about 300 volts. I prefer, 
as shown in Fimre 1. to extend the insulat- 
ing partition lgbetwien the cathode and the 
anode, along the inner surface of the tubular 
anode so far that the bore of the anode islined 
with insulation. It is also advantageous, in 
some cases, to cover the rear surface of the 
cathode with an insulating layer or coating 
16, such as a sheet of mica, or a coating of 
varnish or similar insulating material. The 
insulation on the anode compels the cathode 
g!ow to appear upon the front or active sur- 
face of the cathode, and practically no leak- 
age occurs from the anode to the cathode at 
other points. 

As a concrete illustration of this particu- 
lar embodiment of my invention a lamp may 
be constructed as shown in Figure 1 with 
a bulb about two inches in diameter and be- 
tween three and four inches long, a tubular 
anode of aluminum about two inches outside 
diameter, about 1% inches inside diameter,, 
and a length of about 2 inch,es, a circular 
cathode in the form of a disc of polished 
nickel, of aluminum or similar metal, of a 
thickness up to about one half inch, which 
fits into the bore of the anode, a mica insulat- 
ing barrier about one one-hundredth of an 
inch thick between cathode and anode, and a 
rarefied atmosphere of neon, or similar good 
conclnctive gas, at a pressure of about 30 mm. 
of mercury. Both the cathode and anode 
should be cleaned before being put in the 
lamp. Uncler the conditions of gas pressilre 
described 1/100 of an inch is well within the 

one-hundredths of an ampere, has a reason- 
able length of life, and produces a cathode, 78 
glow which is substantially uniform all over 
the flat active surface of the cathode. For 
convenience the lamp is shown in Figure, 1 
wit.h a large or mogul base, but i t  may b 
made with the smaller standard base such as C@ 
commonly used in incandescent lamps of the 
sizes generally used. 

As the conditions under which a luminous 
discharge substantially confined to the 
cathode glow are described in my prior Pat- Ga 
ents 1,316,967, patented September 23, 1919, 
and 1,816,690, patented July 28,1981, and are 
well understood by those skilled in the art, 
the gaseous pressure will be referred to in 
the claims briefly as a cathode glow pressure. 00 

For some purposes the cathode is to ad- 
vantage made of magnesium, but there is a t  
times a tendency for the cathode glow to be 
more dense at the edge than at the center 
of a magnesium cathode. To control the dis- 06 
tribution of the glow on the cathode surface 
I change its contour somewhat from a plane, 
and in that particular type of lamp where 
an annular anode, surrounds a circular cath- 
ode, I may, as illustrated in Figure 2 depress 
the middle of the active surface of the cath- 
ode. For example, I may make in the active 
surface of the cathode 17 a shallow recess or 
depression 18, which is in general conical or 
funnel-shaped, the apex or bottom being 101 
either pointed or slightly rounded. If the 
sides of the cavity 18 are straight the angle 
between the sides of the cavity may be an ob- 
tuse angle as shown in Figure 2, to obtain a 
substantially uniform illumination over all 119 
of the active surface of the cathode. By 
varying the depth of the cavity, the angle 
between its sides,, and the shape of its sides, 
the distribution of the glow over the cathode 
surface and the intensity of the glow at the 116 
bottom of the cavity may be varied. As 
shown in Fig. 7, the depth of the funnel- 
shaped recess 18 may be greater than its 
diameter. 

Lamps constructed as above described 1- 
have been successfully u;ed in television re- 
ceivers of the type in whlch the observer sees 
the active or illuminated surface of the cath- 
ode thru a rotating disc provided with holes 
arranged in a spiral line on a disc which ro- 128 
tates in synchronism with an identical disc 
at the transmitter, the brilliancy of the il- 
luminated surface varying in response to 
electrical impulses transmitted by wire or 
radio from the transmitter, 13@ 
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For ninny purposes, and particularly for an inch deep and made with a drill having 
wrtnin types of television receivers, and for a diameter of about five hundredths of an  
receivers for ;ipparutns for making photo- inch, the rarefied atmosphere of neon or simi- 
graphic facsi~iiiles in response to electrical lar  conductive gas, such as argon, .being a t  

5 impnlses sent over a wire or by radio, it is a pressure of about 30 mm. When operated 70 
desirable to use a very coliceritrated and bril- on direct current a t  a voltage in  the neigh- 
liant light source which varies in brightness borhood of 300 volts this lamp consumes 
with variations in voltage. A lamp con- about four one-hundredths of an amp&,  
structed in accordance with my invention to p d  has a very bright cathode glow which 

10 produce such a light source is illustrated in 1s confined entirely t o  and fils the crater 23, , i s  
Figure 3, in which the bulb and stem are thereby producing a bright spot of intense 
practically the same as in Figure 1, and in light about five hundredths of an inch in 
which the electrodes are concentric. The diameter. The diameter of the crater 23 
anode 19 is tubular, and like the anode 13 is may be varied within certain limits, but its 

15 preferably of sufficient mass to remain rea- radius should not exceed the depth of the 80 
sonably cool during operation. The cathode cathode glow or corona which is produced on 
20 is cylindricxl, fits snugly into the bore of the d h o d e  under normal operating voltage. 
the anode, ant1 is insulated from it by an in- The depth of the g l o ~  or corona depends 
sulating partition 21, preferably of mica, very largely on the character of the gas and 

20 and preferably about one one-hundredth of its Pressure, and in lamp constructed as in 85 

an inch thicl;. The insulating partition pref- the exanlple above glven the diameter of the 
erablp encircles the cathode, and its front crater,should not exceed about one eighth 
end is flush with the front or active surfaces of an inch, nor should lt be less than about 
of the cathode and anode, while at the rear two one-hundredths -of an inch to  obtain a 

25 this insulati~lg sleeve or cylinder of mica pro- spot of light which is solid and uniform and 90 
jects far  enough, for esarnple a quarter of an of commercially useful brightness. A com- 
inch, to form an insnlating sleeve or barrier parison of the bri@tness of the spot of light 
to prwent tllch discharge occurring at unde- ln the crater 23 wlth the brightness of the 
siretl pltlces. ancl to ass~st in preventing dis- negative or cathode glow on a flat cathode 

30 bet\ycl.n the leads 12. I n  some cases ~hows  that at the same gas pressure and volt- 05 
i t  nl;~p be desirable to cover tlle rear end of age the spot of liuht in the crater is from 160 
tllr c.atllode \vith a. ~v:isIicr or slioet 22 of illic;, to 200 times b r i a t r r  than an equal area of 
or similar iiis~ilating inaterial. the negative glow on a flat cathode. Such a 

To concel~trate tile ca thde  glow into a co"parison may be obtained by temporarily 
35 bright s ot or concentrated source of ligl~t, clla~lging the connections to make the cath- 100 

I provi f e a hollow cathode by making for ode 20 act as the anode, and the a ~ ~ n u l a r  anode 
example in the end of the cnthode 20 a cavity 19 act as the cathode, ~.vhereupon the front 
or crater 23 with an outlet or muzzle of the end of the annular anode becomes covered 
size and shape of the spot of light desired with the negative glow. When the anode is 

40 for a ligllt source. Under ]lorma1 operating made thick-walled as described, the exposed 105 
conditions of the lamp practically all the surface of the mode is sufficiently large to 
glow discharge occurs in the crater, since by prevent the formation of an anode glow 
adjusting the gas pressure and the voltage 
applied to the lamp practically all the lumi- I also shape the hollow cathode to 

45 nous cathode plow ran be confined to the provide a crater such that the glow discharge 110 

crater. As theoradins of the crater does not 
exceed the depth of the cathode glow which 
occurs on the active cathode surface with a 
properly chosen pressure and voltage, the 
cathode glow or corona on the sides of the 
crater seems to fill the crater completely 
and an observer looking into the crater sees 
a solid and very bright spot of light. 

One lamp constructed as shown in Figure 
3, and with which I have obtained good re- 
sult,~, has a I ~ d b  about one and one quarter 
inches in dialileter and about three inches 
long, an annular anode 19 about one inch 
long with an outside diameter of about one 
inch, and a bore of about one quarter of an 
inch, an insulating barrier or lining 21 of 
mica about one one-hundredth of an inch 
thick, a solid cathode 20 filling the bore of 
the anode and having in its front end a crater 
or cylindrical hole 23 about one quarter of 

occurs in a space or cavity from which tLe 
light escapes through a restricted outlet or 
muzzle smaller than the cross section of the 
main part or body of the crater. One exam- 
ple of such a crater is shown in Figure 4, 115 
illustrating a lamp which is constructed, ex- 
cept for the cathode, like that shown in Big- 
lire 3. The hollo~v catlmle of the lamp shown 
in Figure 4 has a crater with a restricted 
outlet or muzzle 24 of about the diameter of 1.0 
the crater 23 in Figu1.c 3, but with a larger 
main or body portion 25 in which the cathode 
glow occurs, and in which the gas is held or 
confined substantially in contact with the 
active surface of the cnthode. I n  the par- 125 
ticular example shown the crater, which has 
the general form of a bottle, or of an inverted 
cone with flaring or diverging walls, is con- 
veniently formed in a two part cathode by 
making through a block or cap 26 a tapering 130 
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hole which a t  the large end becomes a cy- The outlet or small end of the hole is 
lindricsl socket 27 fitted over the shoulder about the diameter of the cylindrical crater 
28 on the end of a rod 29, the cap and rod 23 in Fig. 3, but the other ,end ma be ss 
when assembled forming a hollow cathode much larger as desired. The cath d' e,glow 

6 which has in its exposed end the crater 26 in the crater is intense, and light-of beat 70 
of the general shape of an inverted cone or brightness is emitted thru the smaU end of 
h e l ,  with a restricted outlet 24 and a the hole 34. 
bottom formed by the end of the shoulder Figure 6 shows a modification of the taper- 
28 on the rod 29. ing crater obtained in a cathode perforated 

lo The lamp of F i  re 4 with the inverted with a tapering hole. In  the particular 76 
cone crater 25 c a n g  operated to  take more lamp shown in Figure 6 the con&ruction, 
current and to produce a spot of ,light of is in general similar to that shown in Fi 
greater brightness with a longer life than 3, but the cathbde 36 mounted in the p: 
a similar lamp with the cylindrical crater.%. of the anode is tubular and of about the same 

l a  With the crater 25 there is less blackening length as the anode, and is perforated with 80 
thah with a cylindrical crater under like con- a tapering hole 36" open a t  both ends. The 
ditions, apparently because the material glow discharge is confined to this tapering 
sputtered from the active surface of the cath- hole. 
ode, which in this case is the inner walls of By means of the cathode perforated with 

eo the crater 25, is caught in the crater before a tapered hole a spot of light of great bright- 86 
it passes through the outlet 24. More cur- ness and of very small diameter can be ob- 
rent can be passed thru a cathode with the tained, as the small end of the tapered hole 
inverted cone crater 25 before the glow can be made very small without interfering 
spreads out of the crater and over the front with the flow of current into the cathode 

25 of the cathode than can be passed thru a thru the large end if the hole. 90 

similar cathode with a cylindrical crater, In Figure 7 is shown a modified form of 
and consequently greater brightness of the lamp in which the cathode 37 is a cylindrical 
discharge in the crater can be obtained. For block of metal which has in its front end a 
instance, if a lamp constructed as described crater 38 in the form of a deep funnel of 

30 and shown in Figure 3 which consumes four comparatively small bore. This funnel, for 95 
one-hundredths of an ampere with a cylin- example, may be about one tenth of an inch 
drical crater 23 be provided with the cathode in diameter at the large end, taper to a point 
of Figure 4 with an inverted cone crater 25 at bottom, and have a depth considerably in 
having an outlet 24 of the same diameter as excess of the diameter at the large end. It 

36 the crater 23, the current consumption can may also be made in the form of a deep hole loo 
be increased to five one-hundredths of an or cavity about two one-hundredths of an 
ampere with a considerable increase in inch in diameter, flared out at the up er end 
brightness. into a funnel or cone about one tent % of an 

Some advantages of the inverted cone inch in diameter at the large end, so that it 
40 crater may also be obtained in a hollow cath- becomes substantially the funnel cavity of lo6 

ode having a tapering hole thru it. One Figure 7 with a cylindrical hole like 23 a t  
embodiment of this modified form of crater the bottom, With such a cavity a small cur- 
is illustrated in Figure 5, showing a lamp rent will produce a glow in the cylindrical 
with a bulb 30 having the leads 31 brought in bottom of the funnel, and as the current in- 

45 through arms on the sides of the bulb. In creases the glow rises higher in the funnel. 11° 
this particular lamp the anode 32, preferably This cathode may be used with any form of 
of aluminum or magnesium, is cup shaped. anode, and may be substituted for the cath- 
A disc cathode 33 fits into the cup anode and ode 20 in the lamp of Figure 3, but usually 
is perforated at the center by a tapered hole I refer to place it concentric with and inside 

60 34 which forms a crater of the inverted o f a cup-shaped anode 39 which fits over the 
cone type, the small end of the hole constitut- cathode and has in its bottom an outlet or, 
ing the outlet or muzzle of the crater. The window 40 in registry with the crater 38. 
electrodes are insulated from each other by a The anode and cathode are insulated from 
lining 35 of mica or similar material about each other by a lining 41 of thin mica which 

55 one one-hundredth of an inch thick, which is covers the sides and front end of the cathode, 120 
perforated at the center in registry with the except where perforated in registry with the 
large end of the hole 34, preferably by a hole crater 38 and the window 40 to permit free 
of about the same diameter as the large end flow of current at that point. 
of the hole 34, so that the sloping walls of I n  my copending application Serial No. 12G 

60 the crater are exposed to the anode. As 440,178 filed March 31,1930 claims are made 
shown, the anode is connected to one lead 31 on the construction shown in Fig. 7. 
and the cathode to the other lead, so that Figure 8 shows a lamp constructed in ac- 
current flows between the center of the anode cordance with my invention with the anode 
and the walls of the crater to produce a cath- 19 and cathode 20 mounted on the stem 42 by 

65 ode glow in the atmosphere in the crater. the leads 12 and a support 43 to form a self 13* 



contained mount which can be sealed into the and a gas at cathode glow pressure in said 
bulb on a sealing in machine such as used in vessel. 
the manufacture of incandescent lamps and 6. A gaseous conduction lamp comprising 
radio tubes. wherebv the manufacture of the a sealed vessel containinn a thick-walled 
lamp 'is fadilitated "and cheapened. I n  this elongated tubular anode l i 6 d  with a thin in- 70 
fcrm of my invention bulbs such as are com- sulating lining, and a cathode perforated by 
monly used for radio tubes and incandescent a tapered hole and fitted firmly into said lined 
lamps may be used, since the mount need not anode to  expose the end pierced by the small 
be steadied or supported by the bulb. end of said tapered hole, and a gas at cathode 

What I claim as new and desire to  secure glow pressure in said vessel. 76 
by Letters Patent of the United States, is: 7. A gaseous conduction lamp comprising 

1. A gaseous conduction lamp comprising a sealed vessel containing a hollow cathode 
a sealed vessel containing a gas a t  cathqde with a cavity and an opening to said cavity 
glow pressure, a hollow cathode the interior of a diameter less than the diameter of said 
walls of which are inclined to  the longitudi- cavity, an anode mounted out of registry with 80 
nal axis thereof and having an opening said opening and spaced with relation to said 
through which the active surface of the csth- cathode to cause only the walls of said cavity 
ode is exposed, an anode encircling sald cath- to be the active surface of said cathode, and 
ode but out of registry with said opening, and a gas a t  the cathode glow pressure in said 
a layer of insulation between said cathode vessel. 86 
and said anode of about 1/100ths of an inch in  8. A gaseous conduction lsmp comprising 
thickness, said electrodes and insulation a sealed vessel containing a cathode with a 
being fitted to sljpport one mother as a com- cavity and an opening to said cavity of a 
pact structure. diameter less than the diameter of said cavity, 

2. A gaseous conduction lsmp comprising an anode mounted ont of registry with said 90 
a sealed vessel containing an elongated tubu- opening and spaced with relation to said 
lar anode lined with a thin insulating lining, cathode to cause the glow discharge to  be 
a cathode fitted firmly into said lined anode restricted to said opening and said cavity, 
to expose one end and having in said exposed and a gas a t  cathode glow pressure in said 
end a cavity with a metal bottom and metal vessel. 95 
walls inclined to the longitudinal axis of said 9. A gaseous conduction lalnp comprising 
cathode and a gas a t  cathode glow pressure. a sealed vessel, electrocltts therein including a 

3. A gaseous conduction lamp comprising cathode mounted in snit1 vessel with oqe end 
a sealer1 vessel containing a thick walled exposed and having in the exposed end a 
elongated tubular anode lined with a thin conical depression with metal walls and bot- 100 
insulating lining, a cathode fitted firmly into tom and of a depth greater than its diameter, 
said lined anode to expose one end and hav- but materially less than the length of said 
ing in said exposed end a cavity having the cathode, and a tubular anode with a length 
shape of a cone truncated near the apex by greater than the thickness of its walls' and 
the surface of said exposed end to form in mounted concentric with said cathode with 105 
said surface a restricted opening of a diam- one end adjoining the exposed end of said 
eter which is only a fraction of the altitude cathode, a layer of solid insulation of about 
and base of said conical cavity, and a gas 1/100ths of an inch in thickness separating 
a t  cathode glow pressure in said vessel. and gripping said electrodes to form a uni- 

4. A gaseous conduction lamp comprising -tary structure, and a gas a t  cathode glow 110 
a sealed vessel containing a thick-walled Pressure in said vessel. 
elongated tubular anode lined with a thin in- 10. A gaseous conduction lamp Comprising 
sulating lining, a two .part cathode fi tkd a sealed vessel containing a rarefied atmos- 
firmly into said lined anode and comprising phere of good conductivity a t  a pressure of , 
a metal block perforated by a tapered hole about 30 millimeters of mercury, electrodes 115 

therein including an elongated cathode se- and a metal bottom fitted into the large end of cured at olle end to the wall of the vessel and 
the in said the end of said having in its free end a filnnel-shaped recess 
which is pierced by the small end of the hole  longtudinnlly of said electrode 
being exposed and substantially flush with a depth greater than its diamekr, and 120 
the end of said anode, . - and- a gas a t  &hode an annular thick-wallecl anode rnountecl con- 
glow pressure in said vessel. 

5. A gaseous conduction lamp comprising 
a sealed vessel containing a thick-walled 

60 elongated tubular anode lined with a thin in- 
sulating lining, a hollow cathode fitted firmly 
into said anode to expose one end and com- 
prising a rod having on one end a shoulder, 
and a block perforated by a tapered hole 

65 which fits a t  the large end over said shoulder, 

centric with said cathode and a layer of inter- 
posed insulation of about 1/100ths of an inch 
in thickness constituting with said electrodes 
a unitarv structure. 125 

II 

11. A gaseous conduction lamp comprising 
a sealed vessel containi11.g a rarefied atmos-. 
phere of good conductivity, a cylindrical 
cathode of solid, conducting material having 
a recess which forms a deep cup with inclined 130 



interior walls, the volume of which is ma- 
terially less than the volume of said cathode, 
a thick-walled elongated annular anode lined 
with alayer of insulation of about 1/100ths of 

5 an inch in thickness and firmly fitted on said 
cathode. 

12. A gaseous conduction lamp compris- 
ing a sealed substantially cylindrical bulb, an 
interior stem joined to said bulb at one end 

10 of said bulb,. electrodes mounted upon said 
stem comprismg a tubular anode of substan- 
tially the diameter of said bulb, and approx- 
imately of the order of length of said bulb a 
thin insulating lining therefor, a cathode dt- 

15 ting closely within said lining and a gase- 
ous filling of such pressure that an elec- 
tric glow discharge may be produced there- 
in by passage of current between said elec- 
trodes. 

20 13. A gaseous conduction lamp compris- 
ing a sealed envelope, electrodes therein in- 
cluding a cathode therein provided with a 
tapered cavity, and an anode spaced about 
1/100ths of an inch from said cathode, a 

25 layer of mica fitted into the space between 
said electrodes and a rare gas at a pressure 
of about 30 millimeters of mercury in said 
envelope. 

14. A gaseous conduction lamp comprising 
30 a sealed vessel containing a gas at  cathode 

glow pressure, a thick-walled cup-shaped 
anode, a thin insulating lining mounted on 
the inner walls of said cup and having an 
opening which exposes the center of the bot- 

35 tom of the anode, a disc cathode fitted into 
said cup anode with its front surface sub- 
stantially flush with the edge of said cu an- % ode, said cathode being perforated y a 
tapered hole which pierces at  its small end 

40 the front of said cathode and at its large end 
is exposed to the bottom of the cup anode 
through the opening in said lining. - 

15. A gaseous conduction device compris- 
ing a sealed vessel, a cathode mounted in said 

45 vessel with one end exposed and provided in 
the exposed end with a conical cavity having 
metal walls and of a depth greater than its 
diameter, and an anode embracin said cath- 
ode while being insulated there 4 rom, with 

50 one end adjoining, but out of registry with 
the depression in said cathode, and a gas a t  
cathode glow pressure in said vessel. 

I n  witness whereof, I have hereunto set 
'my hand this 9th day of Jul  -1928. 

56 DANIEL M ~ F A R L N  MOORE. 


